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Infinova today announced that it was awarded the 2007 "Product Innovation Leadership of the 
Year in IP Video" for network video product development and innovation leading to its Infi-
Net™ series IP video surveillance products. This award underscores Infinova' s commitment and
advances in IP video and convergence with traditional systems and recognizes Infinova as a 
leading innovator in the industry.
 
The award is presented to companies that have demonstrated 
excellence in new technology and product development within their
respective industries. Frost & Sullivan awarded Infinova this 
coveted honor at its Building Technologies Summit held today in 
New Delhi, India. In the past, Siemens Medical and Healthcare 
products and Honeywell Automatic Control products were honored 
with this award. This award recognizes Infinova' s long time 
innovation in electronic security, particularly, Infinova' s leadership
in digital and networking video surveillance.

 

Click to see
 
The Infinova Infi-Net™ security systems provide for complete end to end IP solutions that 
integrate with traditional security systems allowing the choice for IP, analog or hybrid systems to
meet its customers'needs.
 
Infinova introduced the industry's first industrial grade high speed PTZ dome camera with built-
in video server. Presently, Infinova offers IP video in various formats including H.264. MPEG-4 
and M-JPEG. They are available built into its fixed cameras, mini dome cameras, high speed 
PTZ domes, and high speed integrated PTZ cameras. Recently, Infinova integrated powerful 
DSP video analytics into its cameras for"intelligence at the edge". 
 

 

Infinova was the first to introduce the Ethernet networkable video 
matrix switchers. This innovation allowed satellite switcher 
control and interconnection over the IP network, replacing older 
RS-232/RS-485 serial line technology.
 
Infinova' s networked security products also include network 
video recorders and network video management software. In the 
access control line, Infinova offers networked control panels and 
card readers.

About Infinova
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Infinova is a manufacturer of complete analog and network security surveillance products that 
deliver the highest value to customers with the cutting edge technology. Included in Infinova' s 
product lines are cameras, DVRs, NVRs, matrix switchers, fiber optic transceivers, access 
control, and management software. Infinova provides outstanding technical support and 
customized solutions. For further information, visit www.infinova.com.
 
About Frost & Sullivan
Founded in 1961, Frost & Sullivan is recognized as a global leader in growth consulting. Frost &
Sullivan Awards are presented to companies that demonstrate excellence in their industry, 
commending the diligence, commitment, and innovative business strategies required to advance 
in the global marketplace. Frost & Sullivan rigorously analyzes specific criteria to determine 
award recipients in a vast variety of market industries and landscapes. For further information, 
visit www.frost.com.


